
Lightning Beast (Created by Allaûc) 
Large Aberration (electricity) 

 
Hit Dice: 11d8+22 

Initiative: +7 (dex) 

Speed: 30 ft, fly 150 ft 

AC: 22 (+7 Dex, +5 natural amor) 

Attacks: 12 shocks+17, light ray+15, 2 slams+9 

Damage: Shock 1d6+1, light ray 9d8, slam 2d8+1 

Face/Reach: 5 ft. by 5 ft./10 ft. 

Special Attacks: Good aiming, spell-like abilities 

Special Qualities: Death throes, electricity sense, immunity: critical hits, immunity: lightning 

Saves: Fort +4, Ref +11, Will +4 

Abilities: Str 13, Dex 26, Con 15, Int 10, Wis 11, Cha 11 

Skills: Concentration +14, Spot +8 

Feats: Flyby Attack, Multiattack, Quicken Spell-Like Ability (B), Spell Focus: Evocation, 

 Weapon Finesse (Shock) 

Climate/Terrain: Temperate forests, hills, marsh, mountains and plains 

Organization: Solitary, pair, or gang (3-5) 

Challenge Rating: 12 

Treasure: 50% standard 

Alignment: Often neutral evil 

Advancement: 12-24 HD (huge) 

 

The Lightning Beast (also called Prismatic Shocker) is an abominable creature there is as destructive as the most severe 

storms. It looks like a blue humanoid wrapped in lightning that stands about 10 feet tall. It moves at lightning speed, 

looking for a prey. When the unlucky being is spotted, the Prismatic Shocker dives and uses its awesome firepower. If 

outnumbered, or otherwise has minimum chance of survival, cowardly flees so long away from battle as possible. If it 

wins, it eats all the static electricity, leaving the victim as cold as rock. It can course serious damage to almost every 

adventure, its hit points, however is the curse of the Lightning Beast. Three successful blows, and its almost dead 

(though it is immune to critical hits, and that is a blessing). 

 

Combat 
It usually tries to gain the upper hand by flying, blasting and shocking. The favorite tactic is to use a spell-like as a free 

action (due to the quicken spell-like feat), and then fly down and shock the biggest and then retreat to the air. If a 

particular strong enemy is within reach, it uses its light ray in combination with true strike. 

Spell-Like Abilities: At will: Lightning Bolt, Polymorph Self, Summon Monster 1 and Telekinesis. 5/day: Summon 

Monster 2. 4/day: Summon Monster 3. 3/day: Chain Lightning, Flesh To Stone, Spell Turning, Stone To Flesh, 

Summon Monster 4, True Strike. 2/day: Bestow Curse, Polymorph Other, Summon Monster 5, Teleport. 1/day: 

Disintegrate, Prismatic Spray, Summon Monster 6, Sunburst, and Vanish. 

Good Aiming (Ex): The Lightning Beast has an innate accuracy, which grants it +10 bonus to hit with any of its natural 

attacks. 

Death Throes (Ex): When a Lightning Beast is killed; the energy within explodes in a ball of electricity. This has a 

radius of 300 feet, and deals 1d8+constiution modifier per hd (average 11d8+22) (reflex save dc 10+con mod+hd (23)) 

Electricity Sense (Ex): Lightning Beasts automatically detect any electrical discharges within 3 miles. 

 


